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This document is Volume I of four volumes which contain the
results of a wind tunnel test of a 1/4.622 Froude scale, hinge-
less rotor tilt rotor model. The test was performed under
NASA Contract NAS2-9015. The test program generated parametric
rotor data over the range of nacelle incidences and airspeeds
for normal tilt rotor operation up to the equivalent of 300
knots full scale speed. In addition, information on blade
loads, rotor/airframe and airframe/rotor interactions and
control loads was obtained. Data in hover and transition are
presented in Volumes I, I_ and _II and cruise flight data is
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Left Rotor Normal Force Coefficient Versus Yaw
Angle % Degrees. IN = 90" Full Scale Airspeed
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Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45
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Right Rotor Power Coefficient Versus Yaw Angle
Degrees. _N = 90° Full •Scale Airspeed 45
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Right Rotor Normal Force Coefficient Versus Yaw
Angle % Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed
45 Knots.
Right Rotor Side Force Coefficient Versus Yaw
Angle % Degrees. ! N = 90° Full Scale Airspeed
45 Knots.
Right Rotor Pitching Moment Versus Yaw Angle
Degrees. _N = 90° Full Scale Airspeed 45
Knots.
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Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45
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Degrees. IN = 90 = Full Scale Airspeed 45
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Aircraft Axial Force Coefficient Versus Yaw
Angle % Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed
45 Knots.
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Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45
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Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45
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Alt. Left Flap Bending Versus Yaw Angle
Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45
Knots.
Alt. Left Pitch Link Load Versus Yaw Angle
Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45
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Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45
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Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45
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Alt. Right Pitch Link Load Versus Yaw Angle
Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45
Knots•
Left Rotor Thrust Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Long. Cyclic % Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Left Rotor Power Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Long. Cyclic % Degrees. IN = 90" Full




















































Left Rotor Normal ForceCoefficient Versus Left
Rotor Long. Cyclic % Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Left Rotor Side Force Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Long. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Left Rotor Pitching Moment Versus Left Rotor
Long. Cyclic _, Degrees. iN = 90 ° Full Scale
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Left Rotor Yawing Moment Versus Left Rotor Long.
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Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Normal Force Coefficient Versus
Right Rotor Long. Cyclic % Degrees. IN = 90 °
Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Side Force Coefficient Versus Right
Rotor Long. Cyclic _, Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Pitching _£oment Versus Right Rotor
Long. Cyclic _ Deqrees IN = 90" Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Yawing Moment Versus Right Rotor
Long; Cyclic _ _egrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Aircraft Lift Coefficient Versus Left Rotor
Long. Cyclic % Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Rirspeed 45 Knots.
Aircraft Side Force Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Long. Cyclic % Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full
























Aircraft Axial Force Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Long. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 45 Knots. ....
Aircraft Pitching Moment coeffipient versus
Left Rotor Long. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 °
Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Aircraft Yawing Moment Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Long. Cyclic % Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Aircraft Rolling Moment Coefficient Versus
Left Rotor Long. Cyclic % Degrees. IN = 90 °
Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Alt. Left Chord Bending Versus Left Rotor Long.
Cyclic % Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed
45 Knots. ....
Alt_ Left Flap Bending Versus Left Rotor Long.
Cyclic % Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed
45 Knots. _i
2-069 Alt. Left Pitch Link Load Versus Left Rotor
Long. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
2-070 Alt. Right Chord Bending Versus Right Rotor
Long. Cyclic _. Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
2-071 Alt Right Flap Bending Versus Right Rotor
Long. Cyclic % Degrees. I:_ = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
2-072 Aft. Right Pitch Link Load Versus Right Rotor
Long. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
2 0073 Left Rotor Thrust Coefficient Versus Left Rotor
Lat. Cyclic % Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
2 -074 Left Rotor Power Coefficient Versus Left Rotor






















































Left Rotor Normal Force Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Lat. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Left Rotor Side Force Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Lat. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Left Rotor Pitching MomentCoefficient Versus
Left Rotor Lat. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 °
Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Left Rotor Yawing Moment Coefficient Versus
Left Rotor Lat. Cyclic % Degrees. IN = 90 °
Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Thrust Coefficient Versus Right
Lat. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Power Coefficient Versus Right
Rotor Lat. Cyclic _ DegreeS. IN = 90 ° Full
•Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Normal Force Coefficient Versus
Right Rotor Lat. Cyclic % Degreesl IN = 90e
Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Side Eorce Coefficient Versus Right
Rotor Lat. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Pitching Moment Coefficient Versus
Right Rotor Lat. Cyclic u Deqrees. IN = 90 °
Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Yawing Moment Coefficient Versus
Right Rotor Lat. Cyclic _ Degrees. !N = 90 °
Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Aircraft Lift Coefficient Versus Left Rotor
Lat. Cyclic % Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Aircraft Side Force Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Lat. Cyclic _ Degrees. !N = 90 ° Full




















2-087 Aircraft Axial Force Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Lat. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
289
2-088 Aircraft Pitching Moment Coefficient Versus
Left Rotor Lat. Cyclic % Degrees. IN = 90 °






Aircraft Yawing Moment Coefficient Versus
Left Rotor Lat. Cyclic % Degrees. IN = 90 °
Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Aircraft Rolling Moment Coefficient Versus
Left Rotor Lat. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 °
Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Aft. Left Chord Bending Versus Deft Rotor Lat.
clic % Degrees. IN = 90" Full Scale Airspeed
Knots. .......
Alt. Left Flap Bending Versus Left Rotor Lat.






2-093 Alt. Left Pitch Link Load Versus Left Rotor Lat.
Cyclic % Degrees. IN = 90 e Full Scale Airspeed
45 Knots.
295
2-094 Alt. Right Chord Bending Versus Right Rotor Lat.
Cyclic % Degrees. iN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed
45 Knots.
2-095 " Alt. Right Flap Bending Versus Right Rotor Lat,
Cyclic % Degrees. I_ = 90 ° Full Scale Alrspeed
45 Knots.
2-096 Alt. Right Pitch Link Load Versus Right Rotor





2-097 Left Rotor Thrust Coefficient Versus Left Rotor 299
Collective % Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
3-098 Left Rotor Power Coefficient Versus Left Rotor 300


































Left Rotor Normal Force Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Collective _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Left Rotor Side Force Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Collective % Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Left Rotor Pitching Moment Coefficient Versus
Left Rotor Collective _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Left Rotor Yawing Moment Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Collective _ Degrees. IN = 90 a Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Thrust Coefficient Versus Right
Rotor Collective _ Degrees. IN 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Power Coefficient Versus Right
Rotor Collective _ Degrees. IN = 90" Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Normal Force Coefficient Versus
Right Rotor Collective _ Degrees. IN = 90 °
Full Scale Airspeed45 Knots.
Right Rotor Side Force Coefficient Versus
Right Rotor Collective % Degrees. IN = 90 °
Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Pitching Moment Coefficient Versus
Right Rotor Collective _ Degrees. IN = 90 °
Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Yawing Moment Coefficient Versus
Right Rotor Collective _ Degrees. IN = 90 °
Full scale Airspeed ......45 Knots.
Aircraft Lift Coefficient Versus Left Rotor
Collective % Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Aircraft Side Force Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Collective % Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full
































Aircraft Axial Force Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Collective % Degrees. IN - 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Aircraft Pitching Moment Coefficient Versus
Left Rotor Collective _ Degrees. iN = 90 °
Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Aircraft Yawing Moment Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Collective % Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Aircraft Rolling Moment Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Collective % Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Alt. Left Chord Bending Versus Left Rotor
Collective _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Alt. Left Flap Bending Versus Left Rotor
Collective % Degrees. IN = 90" Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Alt. Left Pitch Link Load Versus Left Rotor
Collective % Degrees. IN = 90 _ Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Alt. Right Chord Bending Versus Right Rotor
Collective % Degrees. IN = 90o Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Alt. Right Flap Bending Versus Right Rotor
Collective _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Alt. Right Pitch Link Load versus Right Rotor
Collective _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Left Rotor Thrust Coefficient Versus Left Flap
Angle % Degrees. IN = 90" Full Scale Airspeed
45 Knots.
Left Rotor Power Coefficient Versus Left Angle












































Left Rotor Normal Force Coefficient Versus Left
Flap Angle _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Air-
speed 45 Knots.
Left Rotor Side Force Coefficient Versus Left
Flap Angle _ Degrees. I N = 90 ° Full Scale Air-
speed 45 Knots.
LeftRotor Pitching Moment Coefficient Versus
Left Flap Angle % Degrees. IN = 90" Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Left Rotor Yawing Moment Coefficient Versus
Left Flap Angle _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Thrust Coefficient Versus Right
Flap Angle % Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots,
Right Rotor Power Coefficient Versus Right
Flap Angle _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Normal Force Coefficient Versus
Right Flap Angle _ Deqrees. IN = 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Side Force Coefficient Versus Right
Flap An_le '_ Degrees. IN = 90° Full Scale Air-
speed 5 Knots.
Right Rotor Pitching Moment Coefficient Versus
Right Flap Angle _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Yawing Moment Coefficient Versus
Right Flap Angle _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Aircraft Lift Coefficient Versus Left Flap
Angle _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed
45 Knots.
Aircraft Side Force Coefficient Versus Left


















2-135 Aircraft Axial Force Coefficient Versus Left
Flap Angle % Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
2-136 Aircraft Pitching Moment Coefficient Versus
Left Flap Angle _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
2-137 Aircraft Yawing Moment Coefficient Versus Left
Flap Angle _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
+ + . +_
2-138 Aircraft Rolling Moment Coefficient Versus
Left Flap Angle _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots. "
+
2-139 Alt. Left Chord Bending Versus Left Flap Angle
Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45
Knots.
+
2-140 Alt. Left Flap Bending Versus Left Flap Angle
Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45
Knots.
2-141 -Alt. Left Pitch Link Loadversus Left Flap




Alt. Right Chord Bending Versus Right Flap
Angle % Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed
45 Knots ....
Alt. Right Flap Bending Versus Right Flap
Angle % Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed
45 Knots.
2-144 Alt. Right Pitch Link Load Versus Right Flap
Angle _ Degrees. IN = 90" Full Scale Airspeed
45 Knots.
337
Left Rotor Thrust Coefficient Versus Rotor RPM.











2-146 Left Rotor Power Coefficient Versus Rotor RPM. 348


























Left Rotor Normal Force Coefficient Versus
Rotor RPM. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed
45 Knots.
Left Rotor Side Force Coefficient Versus
Rotor RPM. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed
45 Knots.
Left Rotor Pitching Moment Coefficient Versus
Rotor RPM. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45
Knots.
Left Rotor Yawing Moment Coefficient Versus








Right Rotor Thrust Coefficient Versus Rotor
RPM. I N = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Power Coefficient Versus Rotor
RPM. I N = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Normal Force Coefficient Versus
Rotor RPM. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45
Knots.
Right Rotor Side Force Coefficient Versus






Right Rotor Pitching Moment Coefficient Versus
Rotor RPM. I N = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45
Knots.
Right Rotor Yawing Moment Coefficient Versus




2-157 Aircraft Lift Coefficient Versus Rotor RPM. 359
I N = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Aircraft Side Force Coefficient Versus Rotor
RPM. IN = 90" Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Aircraft Axial Force Coefficient Versus Rotor



















Aircraft Pitching Moment Coefficient Versus
Rotor RPM. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45
Knots.
Aircraft Rolling Moment Coefficient Versus
Rotor RPM. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45
Knots.
Aircraft Yawing Moment Coefficient Versus
Rotor RPM. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45
Knots.
Alt. Left Chord Bending Versus Rotor RPM.
IN = 90" Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Alt. Left Flap Bending Versus Rotor RPM.
IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Alt. Left Pitch Link Load versus Rotor RPM.
IN = 90" Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Alt. Right Chord Bending Versus Rotor RPM.
IN - 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Alt. Right Flap Bending Versus Rotor RPM.
IN J 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Alt. Right Pitch Link Load Versus Rotor RPM.















































Left Rotor Thrust Coefficient Versus Angle of
Attack. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed i00 Knots.
Left Rotor Power Coefficient Versus Angle of
Attack. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed i00 Knots.
Left Rotor Normal Force Coefficient Versus Angle
of Attack. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 100
Knots.
Left Rotor Side Force Coefficient Versus Angle
of Attack. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed i00
Knots.
Left Rotor Pitching Moment Versus Angle of
Attack. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed i00 Knots.
Left Rotor Yawing Moment Versus Angle of Attack.
I N = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed i00 Knots.
Right Rotor Thrust Coefficient Versus Angle of
Attack. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 100 Knots.
Right Rotor Power. Coefficient Versus Angle of
Attack. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 100 Knots.
Right Rotor Normal Force Coefficient Versus
Angle of Attack. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed
100 Knots.
Right Rotor Side Force Coefficient Versus Angle
of Attack. I N = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 100
Knots.
Right Rotor Pitching Moment Versus Angle of
Attack. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed I00 Knots.
Right Rotor Yawing Moment versus Angle of
Attack. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed I00 Knots.
Aircraft Lift Coefficient Versus Angle of
Attack. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed i00 Knots.
Aircraft Side Force Coefficient Versus Angle of
























Aircraft Axial Force Coefficient Versus Angle
of Attack. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed i00
Knots. _
Aircraft Pitching Moment Versus Angle of




3-017 Aircraft Yawing Moment Versus Angle of
Attack. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 100
Knots.
387
3-018 Aircraft Rolling Moment Versus Angle of







Alt. Lef£ Chord Bending versus Rotor Angle
of Attack. I N = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed
100 Knots.
Alt. Left Flap Bending Versus Rotor Angle
of Attack. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed
100 Knots.
AltO;Left Pitch _ Link Load Versus Rotor
Angle of Attack. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed i00 Kg_tS, _ i_ ;7_i .....
Alt. Right Chord Bending Versus Rotor






3-023 Alt. Right Flap Bending Versus Rotor
Angle of Attack. I N = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 100 Knots.
393
3-024 Alt. Right Pitch Link Load Versus Rotor
Angle of Attack. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 100 Knots.
394
3-025 Left Rotor Thrust Coefficient Versus Yaw
Angle _ Degrees. I N = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed i00 Knots.
395
3-026 Left Rotor Power Coefficient Versus Yaw



































Left Rotor Normal Force Coefficient Versus Yaw
Angle _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed
100 Knots.
397
Left Rotor Side Force Coefficient Versus Yaw
Angle _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed
i00 Knots.
398
Left Rotor Pitching Moment Versus Yaw Angle
Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 100
Knots.
399
Left Rotor Yawing Moment Versus Yaw Angle
Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed i00
Knots.
400
Right Rotor Thrust Coefficient Versus Yaw Angle
Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 100
Knots.
401
Right Rotor Power Coefficient Versus Yaw Angle
Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 100
Knots.
402
Right Rotor Normal Force Coefficient Versus Yaw
Angle _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed
100 Knots.
403
Right Rotor Side Force Coefficient Versus Yaw
Angle _ Degrees. I N = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed
100 Knots.
404
Right Rotor Pitching Moment Versus Yaw Angle
Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed i00
Knots.
405
Right Rotor Yawing Moment Versus Yaw Angle
Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 100
Knots.
406
Aircraft Lift Coefficient Versus Yaw Angle
Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 100
Knots.
407
Aircraft Side Force Coefficient Versus Yaw Angle





















Aircraft Axial Force Coefficient Versus Yaw
Angle % Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed
i00 Knots.
409
Aircraft Pitching Moment Versus Yaw Angle
Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 100
Knots.
410
Aircraft Yawing Moment Versus Yaw Angle
Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed i00
Knots.
411
Aircraft Rolling Moment Versus Yaw Angle
Degrees. iN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed i00
Knots.
412
Alt. Left Chord Bending Versus Yaw Angle
Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed I00
Knots.
413
Alt. Left Flap Bending Versus Yaw Angle
Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 100
Knots.
Ait. Left Pitch Link Load Versus Yaw Angle




Alt. Right Chord Bending Versus Yaw Angle
Degrees. I N = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 100
Knots.
416
Alt. Right Flap Bending Versus Yaw Angle
Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 100
Knots.
417
Alt. Right Pitch Link Load Versus Yaw Angle
Degrees. iN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed i00
Knots.
418
Left Rotor Thrust Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Long. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed i00 Knots.
419
Left Rotor Power Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Long. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full











































Left Rotor Normal Force Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Long. Cyclic _ Degrees. I N = 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed I00 Knots.
Page
421
Left Rotor Side Force Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Long. Cyclic _ Degrees• IN = 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 100 Knots.
Left Rotor Pitching Moment Versus Left Rotor




Left Rotor Yawing Moment Versus Left Rotor Long.
Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed
100 Knots.
424
Right Rotor Thrust Coefficient Versus Right
Rotor Long. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed i00 Knots•
425
Right Rotor Power Coefficient Versus Right Rotor 426
Long. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 100 Knots.
Right Rotor Normal Force Coefficient Versus
Right Rotor Long. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 °
Full Scale Airspeed I00 Knots•
427
Right Rotor Side Force Coefficient Versus Right
Rotor Long. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 100 Knots•
428
Right Rotor Pitching Moment Versus Right Rotor
Long. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 100 Knots.
429
Right Rotor Yawing Moment Versus Right Rotor
Long. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 100 Knots•
430
Aircraft Lift Coeffic£ent Versus Left Rotor
Long• Cyclic % Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed i00 Knots•
431
Aircraft Side Force Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Long. Cyclic _ Degrees. I N = 90 ° Full




















Aircraft Axial Force Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Long. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed i00 Knots.
433
Aircraft Pitching Moment Coefficient Versus
Left Rotor Long. Cyclic % Degrees. I N = 90 °
Full Scale Airspeed i00 Knots.
434
Aircraft Yawing Moment Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Long. Cyclic % Degrees. I N = 90 _ Full
Scale Airspeed 100 Knots.
435
Aircraft Rolling Moment Coefficient Versus
Lef£ Rotor LOng_-Cycl_c _Degrees. _iN/= 90 °
Full Scale Airspeed 100 Knots.
436
Alt. Left Chord Bending Versus Left Rotor Long.
Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Al_rspeed
100 Knots.
437
Alt. Left Flap Bendfng versus Left Rotor Long.
Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed
100 Knots.
438
Alt. Left Pitch Link Load Versus Left Rotor
Long. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed i00 Knots. _ ........
Alt. Right Chord Bending Versus Right Rotor




Alt. Right Flap Bending Versus Right Rotor
Long. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed i00 Knots.
441
Alt. Right Pitch Link Load Versus Right Rotor
Long. Cyclic _ Degrees. iN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 100 Knots.
442
Left Rotor Thrust Coefficient Versus Left Rotor
Lat. Cyclic % Degrees. I N = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed I00 Knots.
443
Left Rotor Power Coefficient Versus Left Rotor










































Left Rotor Normal Force Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Lat. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed i00 Knots.
Left Rotor Side Force Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Lat. Cyclic % Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed i00 Knots.
Left Rotor Pitching Moment Coefficient Versus
Left Rotor Lat. Cyclic % Degrees. IN = 90 °
Full Scale Airspeed 100 KnOts.
Left Rotor Yawing Moment Coefficient Versus
Left Rotor Lat. Cyclic % Degrees. IN = 90 °
Full Scale Airspeed I00 Knots.
Right Rotor Thrust Coefficient Versus Right
Rotor Lat. Cyclic % Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 100 Knots.
445
Right Rotor Power Coefficient Versus Right
Rotor Lat. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full





Right Rotor Normal Force Coefficient Versus
Right Rotor La{. Cyciic _ Degrees. IN = 90 °
Full Scale Airspeed i00 Knots.
450
Right Rotor Side Force Coefficient Versus Right
Rotor Lat. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed I00 Knots.
451
Right Rotor Pitching Moment Coefficient Versus
Right Rotor Lat. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 °
Full Scale Airspeed i00 Knots.
452
Right Rotor Yawing Moment Coefficient Versus
Right Rotor Lat. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 °
Full Scale Airspeed i00 Knots.
453
Aircraft Lift Coefficient Versus Left Rotor
Lat. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 100 Knots.
454
Aircraft Side Force Coefficient Versus Left
_ Rotor Lat. Cyclic _ Degrees. I N = 90 ° Full










Aircraft Axial Force Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Lat. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 100 Knots,
Aircraft Pitching Moment Coefficient Versus
Left Rotor Lat. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 °




3-089 Aircraft Yawing Moment Coefficient Versus
Left Rotor Lat. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 °






_ m31094 _ Alt. Right Chord Bending Versus Right Rotor Lat.
Cyclic _ Degrees. + iN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed
i00 Knots.
Aircraft Rolling Moment CoefficientVersus 460
Left Rotor Lat. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 °.
Full Scale Airspeed I00 Knots.
Alt. Left Chord Bending Versus Left Rotor Lat. 461
Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full+Scale Airspeed
i00 Knots.
Alt. Left Flap Bending=Versus _ LeftRotor Let. 462
Cyclic _ Degrees. I N = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed
i00 Knots.
i
Alt. Left+Pitch Link Load Versus Left Rotor Lat. 463
Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed
i00 Knots.
464
3-095 Alt. Right Flap Bending Versus Right Rotor Lat.
Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed
i00 KnotS.
465
3-096 Alt. Right Pitch Link Load Versus Right= Rotor
Lat. Cyclic _ Degrees. iN = 90 ° Full+Scaie
Airspeed 100 Knots.
466
3-097 Left Rotor Thrust Coefficient Versus Left Rotor
Collective _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed i00 Knots.
467
3-098 Left Rotor Power Coefficient Versus Left Rotor










































Left Rotor Normal Force Coefficient Versus Left 469
Rotor Collective _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 100 Knots.
Left Rotor Side Force Coefficient Versus Left 470
Rotor Collective _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 100 Knots.
Left Rotor Pitching Moment Coefficient Versus 471
Left Rotor Collective _ Degrees. I N = 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 100 Knots.
Left Rotor Yawing Moment Coefficient Versus Left 472
Rotor Collective _ Degrees. I N = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 100 Knots.
Right Rotor Thrust Coefficient Versus Right
Rotor Collective % Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 100 Knots ........
473
Right Rotor Power Coefficient Versus Right
Rotor Collective _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 100 Knots.
474
Right Rotor Normal Force Coefficient Versus
Right Rotor Collective % Degrees. IN = 90 °
Full Scale Airspeed i00 Knots.
Right Rotor Side Force Coefficient Versus
Right Rotor Collective _ Degrees. I N = 90 °
Full Scale Airspeed 100 Knots.
Right Rotor Pitching Moment Coefficient Versus
Right Rotor Collective _ Degrees. IN = 90 °
Full Scale Airspeed i00 Knots.
Right Rotor Yawing Moment Coefficient Versus
Right Rotor Collective _ Degrees. IN = 90 °





Aircraft Lift Coefficient Versus Left Rotor
Collective _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 100 Knots.
479
Aircraft Side Force Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Collective __Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full


















Aircraft Axial ForceCoefficient Versus Left
Rotor Collective % Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed i00 Knots.
Aircraft Pitching M0_ent Coefficient versus
Left Rotor Collective _ Degrees. IN = 90 °
Full Scale Airspeed 100Xnd£s.
481
482
Aircraft Yawing Moment Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Collective _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed i00 Knots.
483
Aircraft Rolling Moment Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Collective _ _Degrees'_ ....IN = 90° Full
Scale Airspeed 100 Knots
484
Alt. Left Chord Bending Versus Left Rotor 485
Collective _ DegreesJ IN_906 Full ScaI'e
Airspeed 100 Knots.
Alt. Left Flap Bending versu_s Left R6£0r 486
collective _ Degrees. IN = 90° Full Scale
Airspeed i00 Knots.
0
Air. _ Left Pitch L{nk_oa_Ve_sus_Left Rotor 487
Collective _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 100 Knots.
Alt. Right Chord Bending Versus Right Rotor 488
Collective _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 100 Knots $ ....... ;....
Alt. Right Flap Bending Versus Right Rotor 489
Collective _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed i00 Knots.
Alt. Right Pitch Link Load versus Right Rbtor 490
Collective _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 100 Knots.
Left Rotor Thrust Coefficient Versus Left Flap
Angle _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed
I00 Knots.
491
Le°ftRotor PoWerC0_efflcieht Versus Left Angle






































Left Rotor Normal Force Coefficient Versus Left 493
Flap Angle _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Air-
speed 100 Knots.
Left Rotor Side Force Coefficient Versus Left 494
Flap Angle _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Air-
speed 100 Knots.
Left Rotor Pitching Moment Coefficient Versus 495
Left Flap Angle % Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 100 Knots.
Left Rotor Yawing Moment Coefficient Versus
Left Flap Angle % Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 100 Knots.
496
Right Rotor Thrust Coefficient Versus Right
Flap Angle _ Degrees. _ IN = 906 Full Scale
Airspeed 100 Knots.
Right Rotor Power Coefficient Versus Right
Flap Angle % Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 100 Knots.
Right Rotor Normal Force Coefficient Versus
Right Flap Angle _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 100 Knots.
Right Rotor Side Force Coefficient Versus Right
Flap Angle _ Degrees. I N = 90 ° Full Scale Air-
speed 100 Knots.
Right Rotor Pitching Moment Coefficient Versus
Right Flap Angle _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 100 Knots.
Right Rotor Yawing Moment Coefficient Versus
Right Flap Angle _ Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 100 Knots.
Aircraft Lift Coefficient Versus Left Flap









Aircraft Side Force Coefficient Versus Left










Aircraft Axial Force Coefficient Versus Left
Flap Angle _ Degrees. I N = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 100 Knots
505
3-136 Aircraft Pitching Moment Coefficient Versus
Left Flap Angle _ Degrees. I N = 90 ° Full
Scale Airspeed i00 Knots.
506
3-137 Aircraft Yawing Moment Coefficient Versus Left







Aircraft Rolling Moment Coefficient Versus
Left Flap Angle _ Degrees. I N = 90 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 100 Knots.
: i " : _ ! " _T: ]-: " :
Alt. Left Chord Bending Versus Left Flap Angle
Degrees. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 100
Knots.
Alt. Left Flap Bending Versus Left Flap Angle




Alt. Left Pitch Link Load Versus Left Flap






5123-142 Alt. Right Chord Bending Versus Right Flap
Angle _ Degrees. I N = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed
i00 Knots.
3-143 Alt. Right Flap Bending Versus Right Flap





Alt. Right Pitch Link Load Versus Right Flap
Angle _ Degrees. I N = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed
100 Knots.
Left Rotor Thrust Coefficient Versus Rotor RPM.
IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 100 Knots.
514
515
3-146 Left Rotor Power Coefficient Versus Rotor RPM.


















































Left Rotor Normal Force Coefficient Versus
Rotor RPM. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed
i00 Knots.
Left Rotor Side Force Coefficient Versus
Rotor RPM. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed
100 Knots.
Left Rotor Pitching Moment Coefficient Versus
Rotor RPM. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed I00
Knots.
Left Rotor Yawing Moment Coefficient Versus
Rotor RPM. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed i00
Knots.
Right Rotor Thrust Coefficient Versus Rotor
RPM. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed i00 Knots.
Right Rotor Power Coefficient Versus Rotor
RPM. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed i00 Knots.
Right Rotor Normal Force Coefficient Versus
Rotor RPM. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed i00
Knots.
Right Rotor Side Force Coefficient Versus
Rotor RPM. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 100
Knots.
Right Rotor Pitching Moment Coefficient Versus
Rotor RPM. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 100
Knots.
Right Rotor Yawing Moment Coefficient Versus
Rotor RPM. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 100
Knots.
Aircraft Lift Coefficient Versus Rotor RPM.
IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed i00 Knots.
Aircraft Side Force Coefficient Versus Rotor
RPM. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed i00 Knots.
Aircraft Axial Force Coefficient Versus Rotor




























Aircraft Pitching Moment Coefficient Versus
Rotor RPM. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 100
Knots.
530
Aircraft Rolling Moment Coefficient Versus
RotOr RPM. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed 100
Knots.
531
Aircraft Yawing Moment Coefficient Versus
Rotor RPM. IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed i00
Knots.
532
Alt. Left Chord Bending Versus Rotor RPM.
IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed I00 Knots.
533
Aft. Left Flap Bending Versus Rotor RPM.






Alt. Left Pitch Link Load Versus Rotor RPM.
I N = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed i00 Knots.
Alt. Right Chord Bending Versus Rotor RPM.
IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed i00 Knots.
Alt. Right _lap Bending Versus Rotor RPM.
IN = 90 ° Full Scale Airspeed-100 Knots.
Alt. Right Pitch Link Load Versus Rotor RPM.














































Left Rotor Thrust Coefficient Versus Angle of 539
Attack. IN = 70° Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Left Rotor Power Coefficient Versus Angle of 540
Attack. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Left Rotor Normal Force Coefficient Versus Angle 541
of Attack. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45
Knots. .
Left Rotor Side Force Coefficient Versus Angle 542
of Attack. IN = 70°Full Scale Airspeed 45
Knots.
Left Rotor Pitching Moment Versus Angle of 543
Attack. IN = 70°Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Left Rotor Yawing Moment Versus Angle of Attack. 544
IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Thrust Coefficient Versus Angle of 545
Attack. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Power Coefficient Versus Angle of
Attack. IN = 70° Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Normal Force Coefficient Versus
Angle of Attack. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed
45 Knots.
Right Rotor Side Force Coefficient Versus Angle
of Attack. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45
Knots.
Right Rotor Pitching Moment Versus Angle of
Attack. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Yawing Moment Versus Angle of
Attack. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Aircraft Lift Coefficient Versus Angle of







Aircraft Side Force Coefficient Versus Angle of
Attack. IN= 70o Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
552
LIII






Aircraft Axial Force coefficient Versus Angle 553















Aircraft Pitching Moment Versus Angle of
Attack. IN = 7_°Full Scale Airspeed 45
Knots. _ ...... _ .... •
Aircraft Yawing Moment Versus Angle of
Attack. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45
Knots.
Aircraft Rolling Moment Versus Angle of
Attack. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45
Knots.
Alt. Left Chord Bending Versus Rotor Angle
of Attack. IN = 70° Full Scale Airspeed
45 Knots. -. _ ......
Alt. Left Flap Bending Versus Rotor Angle
of Attack. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed
45 Knots.
Alt. Left Pitch Link Load Versus Rotor
Angle of Attack. IN " 70 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots. ,
Alt. Right Chord Bending Versus Rotor
Angle of Attack. IN = 70 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
- .
Alt. Right Flap Bending Versus Rotor
Angle of Attack. IN = 70 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Aft. Right Pitch Link Load Versus Rotor
Angle of Attack. IN = 70 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Left Rotor Thrust Coefficient Versus Yaw
70 ° Full ScaleAngle _ Degrees. IN =
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Left Rotor Power Coefficient Versus Yaw









































Left Rotor Normal Force Coefficient versus Yaw
Angle % Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed
45 Knots.
Left Rotor Side Force Coefficient Versus Yaw




Left Rotor Pitching Moment Versus Yaw Angle
Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45
Knots.
567
Left Rotor Yawing Moment versus Yaw Angle
o 4Degrees. IN = 70 Full Scale Airspeed 5
Knots.
568
Right Rotor Thrust Coefficient Versus Yaw Angle
Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45
Knots.
Right Rotor Power Coefficient Versus Yaw Angle




Right Rotor Normal Force Coefficient Versus Yaw
Angle % Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed
45 Knots.
571
Right Rotor Side Force Coefficient Versus Yaw
Angle _ Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed
45 Knots.
572
Right Rotor Pitching Moment Versus Yaw Angle
Degrees. IN = 70° Fuli- Scale Airspeed 45
Knots.
Right Rotor Yawing Moment Versus YawAngle




Aircraft Lift Coefficient Versus Yaw Angle
Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45
Knots.
575
Aircraft Side Force Coefficient Versus Yaw Angle 576











Aircraft Axial Force Coefficient versus Yaw
Angle % Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed
45 Knots• _ •
Aircraft Pitching Moment Versus Yaw Angle
Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed_i45
Knots.
Aircraft Yawing Moment Versus Yaw Angle







Aircraft Rolling Moment Versus Yaw Angle
Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45
Knots.
Alt. Left _Chord Bending _Versus Yaw Angle
Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45
Knots. .
581 "
4 -044 Alt. Left Flap Bending Versus Yaw Angle
Degrees. IN = 70° •Full Scale Airspeed 45
Knots.
582
4-045 Alt. Left Pitch Link Load Versus Yaw Angle
Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full SCale Airspeed 45
Knots.
4-046 Alt. Right Chord Bending Versus Yaw Angle






Alt. Right Flap Bending Versus Yaw Angle
Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45
Knots.
Alt. Right Pitch Link Load Versus Yaw Angle






Left Rotor Thrust Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Long. Cyclic % Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Left Rotor Power Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Long. Cyclic % Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full













































Left Rotor Normal Force Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Long. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
589
Left Rotor Side Force Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Long. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
590
Left Rotor Pitching Moment Versus Left Rotor
Long. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
591
Left Rotor Yawing Moment Versus Left Rotor Long. 592
Cyclic _ Degrees. iN 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed
45 Knots.
Right Rotor Thrust Coefficient Versus Right
Rotor Long. Cyclic _ Degrees. ....IN ffi70 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
593 "
Right Rotor Power Coefficient Versus Right Rotor 594
Long. Cyclic _ Degrees. I N = 70 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Normal Force Coefficient Versus 595
Right Rotor Long. Cyclic % Degrees. I N = 70 °
Full Sca!e Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Side Force Coefficient Versus Right 596
Rotor Long. Cyclic % Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full
Scale Airspee d 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Pitching Moment Versus Right Rotor
Long. Cyclic % Degrees IN ffi 70 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
597
Right Rotor Yawing Moment Versus Right Rotor
Long. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Aircraft Lift Coefficient Versus Left Rotor




Aircraft Side Force Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Long. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 70 °Fuli



















Aircraft Axial Force Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Long. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
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Aircraft Pitchinq Moment Coefficient Versus 602
Left Rotor Long. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 70 °
Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Aircraft Yawing Moment Coefficient Versus Left 603
Rotor Long. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Aircraft Rolling Moment Coefficient Versus 604
Left Rotor Long. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN - 70 °
Full ScaleAirspeed 45 Knots.
Alt. Left Chord Bending Versus Left Rotor Long. 605
Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed
45 Knots.
Alt. Left Flap Bending Versus Left Rotor Long.
Cyclic % Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed
45 Knots.
Alt. Left Pitch Link Load Versus Left Rotor
Long. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN - 70 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Alt. Right Chord Bending Versus Right Rotor
Long. Cyclic % Degrees. IN = 70 o Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots. .
Alt. Right Flap Bending versus Right Rotor
Long. Cyclic % Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Aft. Right Pitch Link Load Versus Right Rotor
Long. Cyclic % Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Left Rotor Thrust Coefficient Versus Left Rotor
Lat. Cyclic % Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Left Rotor Power Coefficient Versus Left Rotor









































Left Rotor Normal Force Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Lat. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Left Rotor Side Force Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Lat. Cyclic % Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Left Rotor Pitching Mgment Coefficient versus
Left Rotor Lat. Cyclic % Degrees. IN = 70°
Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Left Rotor Yawing Moment Coefficient Versus
Left Rotor Lat. Cyci_c _ Degrees. IN = 706
Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Thrust Coefficient Versus Right
Lat. Cyclic % Degrees. T N = 70°Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Power Coefficient Versus Right
Rotor Lat. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 70° Full
Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Normal Force Coefficient Versus
Right Rotor Lat. Cyclic % Degrees. iN = 70 °
Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Side Force Coefficient Versus Right
Rotor Lat. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 70°Full
Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Pitching Moment Coefficient Versus
Right Rotor Lat. Cyclic % Degrees. IN = 70°
Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Yawing Moment Coefficient Versus
Right Rotor Lat. Cyclic % Degrees. IN = 70 °
Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Aircraft Lift CQeff_c_ent Versus Left Rotor
Lat. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 70° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots,
Aircraft Side Force Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Lat. Cyclic % Degrees. IN = 70° Full































Aircraft Axial Force Coefficient VersusLeft
Rotor Lat. Cycllc_% Degrees. T N =+70 o Full
Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Aircraft Pitching Moment Coefficient Versus
Left Rotor Lat. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 70 °
Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
AircraftYawing Moment Coeffic_entVersus
Left Rotor Lat. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN - 70 °
Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Aircraft Roliing Moment C0efficient Versus
Left Rotor Lat. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 70 °
Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Alt. Left Chord Bending Versus Left Rotor Lat.
Cyclic _ Degrees.
45 Knots.
IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed
Alt. Left Flap Bending Versus Left Rotor Lat.
Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 70° Full Scale Airspeed
45 Knots.
Alt. Left Pitch Link Load Versus Left Rotor Lat.
Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed
45 Knots.
Alt. Right Chord Bending Versus Right Rotor Lat.
Cyclic % Degrees. IN = 70°'Full Scale Airspeed
45 Knots.
• _ - + _ " _ __ +
Alt. Right Flap Bending Versus Right Rotor Lat.
Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed
45 Knots.
Alt. Right Pitch Link Load Versus Right Rotor
Lat. Cyclic _ Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots. °
Left Rotor Thrust Coefficient Versus Left Rotor
Collective % Degrees. iN = 70 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Left Rotor Power Coefficient Versus Left Rotor




























































Left Rotor Normal Force Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Collective % Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale
_rspeed 45 Knots.
Left Rotor Side Force Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Collective _ Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Left Rotor Pitching Moment •Coefficient Versus
Left Rotor Collective _ Degrees. IN = 70° Full
Scale Airspeed= 45 Knots.
Left Rotor Yawing: Moment Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Collective % Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Thrust COefficient Versus Right
Rotor Collective % Degrees. IN = 70° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Power Coefficient Versus Right
Rotor Collective _ Degrees. IN = 70° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Normal Force :Coefficient versus
Right Rotor Collective _, Degrees. IN = 70 °
Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Side Force _Coefficient versus
Right Rotor Collective % Degrees. IN = 70°
Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Pitching Moment Coefficient Versus
Right Rotor Collective % Degrees. IN = 70°
Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Yawing Moment Coefficient •Versus
Right Rotor Collective % Degrees. IN = 70 °
Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Aircraft Lift Coefficieht Versus Left Rotor
Collective % Degrees. IN = 70° Full Scale
.Airspeed 45 Knots.
Aircraft Side Force Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Collective _ Degrees. IN = 70° Full






























Aircraft Axial Force Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Collective % Degrees. • IN += +70°Full
Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
AirCraft Pitching M0men_C_e_fiqi_Dt versus
Left Rotor Col_ec£ive % Degrees. IN = 70°
Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Aircraft Y aQ+i'n;g+Moment: C+oe_c_en% +Versus Left
Rotor Collective % Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 45+ Knots,
Aircraft Rolling Moment Coefficient Versus Left
Rotor Collective _ Degrees. IN = 70°Full "
Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Aft. Left Chord Bending Versus Left Rotor
Collective % Degrees. IN = 70° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Aft. Left Flap Bending Versus Left Rotor
Collective % Degrees. IN = 706 Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Alt. Left Pitch Link Load Versus Left Rotor
Collective % Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45. Knots.
Alt. Right Chord Bending Versus Right Rotor
Collective _ Degrees. IN = 70° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Alt. Right Flap Bending Versus Right Rotor
Collective % Degrees. IN - 70 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Alt. Right Pitch Link Load Versus Right Rotor
Collective _ Degrees. IN = 70° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
_
Left Rotor Thrust Coefficient Versus Left Flap
Angle % Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed
45 Knots.
Left Rotor Power Coefficient Versus Left Angle














































Left Rotor Normal Force Coefficient Versus Left
Flap Angle % Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Air-
speed 45 Knots.
Left Rotor Side Force Coefficient Versus Left
Flap An4_le _ Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Air-
speed 5 Knots.
Left Rotor Pitching Moment Coefficient Versus
Left Flap Angle % Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Left Rotor Yawing Moment Coefficient Versus
Left Flap Angle _ Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Thrust Coefficient Versus Right
Flap Angle % Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Power Coefficient Versus Right
Flap Angle _ Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Normal Force Coefficient Versus
Right Flap Angle _ Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Side Force Coefficient Versus Right
Flap Angle % Degrees. IN 70 ° Full Scale Air-
speed 49 Knots.
Right Rotor Pitching Mcment Coefficient Versus •
Right Flap Angle % Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Yawing Moment Coefficient Versus
Right Flap Angle _ Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Aircraft Lift Coefficient Versus Left Flap
Angle % Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed
45 Knots.
Aircraft Side Force Coefficient versus Left






























Aircraft Axial Force Coefficient Versus Left
Flap Angle _ Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Aircraft Pitching Moment Coefficient Versus
Left Flap Angle _ Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full
Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Aircraft Yawing Moment Coefficient Versus Left
Flap Angle _ Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale
Airspeed 45 Knots.
Aircraft Rolling Moment Coefficient Versus







Alt. Left Chord Bending Versus Left Flap Angle
Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45
Knots.
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Alt. Left Flap Bending Versus Left Flap Anqle







Alt. Left Pitch Link Load Versus Left Flap
Angle _ Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed
45 Knots.
Air. Right Chord Bending Versus.Right Flap
Angle _ Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed
45 Knots, +
Alt. Right Flap Bending Versus Right Flap
Angle _ Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed
45 Knots. .+.
Aft. Right Pitch Link Load Versus Right Flap
Angle _ Degrees. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed
45 Knots.
Left Rotor Thrust Coefficient Versus Rotor RPM.
IN = 70° Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Left Rotor Power Coefficient Versus Rotor RPM.






























Left Rotor Normal Force Coefficient Versus
Rotor RPM. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed
45 Knots.
685
4-148 686Left Rotor Side Force Coefficient Versus
Rotor RPM. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed
45 Knots.
4-149 Left Rotor Pitching Moment Coefficient Versus 687








Left Rotor Yawing Moment Coefficient Versus
Rotor RPM. I N = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45
Knots.
689
Right Rotor Thrust Coefficient Versus Rotor
RPM. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor Power Coefficient Versus Rotor 690
RPM. I N = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Right Rotor N0rmal Force Coefficient Versus 691
Rotor RPM. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45
Knots.
Right Rotor Side Force Coefficient Versus 692
Rotor RPM. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45
Knots.
Right Rotor Pitching Moment Coefficient Versus 693
Rotor RPM. I N = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45
Knots.
4-156 Right Rotor Yawing Moment Coefficient Versus 694
Rotor RPM. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45 o
Knots.
4-157 695Aircraft Lift Coefficient Versus Rotor RPM.
I N = 70°Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
4-158 Aircraft Side Force Coefficient Versus Rotor 696
RPM. I N = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
4-159 Aircraft Axial Force Coefficient Versus Rotor 697















Aircraft Pitching Moment Coefficient Versus
Rotor RPM. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45
Knots.
Aircraft Rolling Moment Coefficient Versus
Rotor RPM. IN = 70 ° Pull Scale Airspeed 45
Knots.
Aircraft Yawing Moment Coefficient Versus
Rotor RPM. IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45
Knots.
Alt. Left Chord Bending Versus Rotor RPM;
IN - 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45 KnotS;
Alt. Left Flap Bending Versus Rotor RPM.
IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Alt. Left Pitch Link Load Versus Rotor RPM.
IN = 70 ° Full scale Airspeed 45 Knots,
Alt. Right Chord Bending Versus Rotor RPM.
I N = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Alt. Right Flap Bending Versus Rotor RPM.
IN = 70 ° Full Scale Airspeed 45 Knots.
Alt. Right Pitch Link Load Versus Rotor RPM.











































Boeing V/STOL Wind Tunnel Pertinent Data
Wind Tunnel Data Reduction Input Constants
List and Definition of Printout Parameters
Blade Natural Frequencies from Bang/Tweak Tests
1/4 Scale Test Run Log
Summary of Configurations Tested and Configura-
tion Codes




Constant Values of Test Variables
Constant Values of Test Variables
Constant Values of Test Variables







































Left Rotor Thrust Coefficient
Left Rotor Power Coefficient
Left Rotor Normal Force
Coefficient
Left Rotor Side Force Coefficient
Left Rotor Pitching Moment
Left Rotor Yawing Moment
Right Rotor Thrust Coefficient
Right Rotor Power Coefficient
Right Rotor Normal Force
Coefficient
Right Rotor Side Force
Coefficient




















































LIST OF SYMBOLS (continued)
NOMENC_TURE
Right Rotor Yawing Moment
Aircraft Lift Coefficient
Aircraft Side Force Coefficient




































































LIST OF SYMBOLS (continued)
NOMENCLATURE UNITS
Centrifugal Pitch Inertia
Moment of Inertia - Polar LB-FT
WAng Incidence Deg
Lift LB
Neutral Axis " "
Per Rotor Revolution
Pitching Moment FT LB
Freestream Dynamic Pressure LB/FT 2
I/2pV 2
Rotor Radius _ FT
Radial Location to a Blade Station FT
Rolling Moment FT LB





Rotor Tip Speed FT/SEC
Aircraft Propulsive Force LB
Non-Dimensional Radius
Yawing Moment FT LB
Angle of Attack
Fuselage Pitch Deflection Deg











































Rotor Blade Collective Pitch at
the Three Quarter Radius
Advance Ratio V/V T
Wing Torsional Frequency
2nd Mode Bending Blade Frequency
Wing Chordwise Bending Frequency
ist Mode Bending Blade Frequency
Aircraft Pitch Frequency
Wing Vertical Bending Frequency
Rotor Angular Velocity
Integer Frequency Ratio
Lower Blade Lag Rotational
Frequency
Upper Blade Flap Rotational
Frequency





















LIST OF SYMBOLS (continued)
NOMENCLATURE
Wing Vertical Bending Damping %
Critical _ ....
Wing Chord Bending Damping %
Critical



















This report and the three appendix volumes present the results
of a wind tunnel test of a 1/4.622 Froude scale tilt rotor
model. This test was performed by the Boeing Vertol Company
for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Ames
Research Center under NASA Contract NAS2-9015.
The test was designed to provide parametric force, moment and
blade fatigue loads data over the normal anticipated flight
range of the tilt rotor aircraft. This was done by selecting
seventeen initial flight conditions ranging from hover through
transition and out to 300 knots simulated full scale airspeed
and measuring the effects of aircraft attitude, rotor control
inputs, wing flap deflection and rotor RPM. The information
obtained is contained in seventeen data files, four of which
are in this volume and the remainder in volumes II, III and
IV. Each file contains the experimental results at one flight
condition.
%---
The large volume of data produced makes it difficult to
summarize. Instead a synopsis of the data is provided in
section 2 of this report which demonstrates the quality and
scope of the experimental results by means of specific
examples.
Load control in cruise was investigated by means of "cyclic
on the stick" (Reference I) and it was found that a single
1
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control law could provide low alternating loads over the
cruise speed range. ....
The data provided needs further analysis and application to
the mathematical model used to describe the rotor system in
real time simulation by means 6f regression analyses. In
this manner the large bulk of data can be reduced to manage-
able proportions and provide an understanding of the influence
of the important parameters.
This volume contains details of the model, test program and
data system and presents four data files in hover and
transition. The rest of the transition data can be found in
























This document contains wind tunnel test data obtained on a
1/4.622 scale dynamically similar model of a tilt rotor air-
craft which has composite hingeless blades. The test was




The objective of the test was to generate information on the
behavior of rotor and airfr_e effects over a range of flight
parameters representing the complete operating envelope of the
tilt rotor vehicle. The information which was required
included the magnitude and sensitivity of:
(1) Rotor forces and moments
(2) Blade loads and pitch link loads
(3) Wing rotor interference effects
(4) Airframe forces and moment
for values of such flight parameters as:
(I) Nacelle tilt angle
(2) Forward speed
(3) Aircraft attitude in pitch and yaw
(4) Collective and cyclic pitch control
(5) Wing flap deflection
The selection of test points and truevariations for parameters
was made in such a way that a comprehensive set of data was
obtained for all potential flight conditions through hover, a




The purpose of this acquisition of comprehensive
rotor and airframe tes_ data is to provide the knowledge and
basis for understanding rotor and airframe behavior which is
an essential prerequisite to the development of an efficient
system of integrated rotor and aircraft controls.
A secondary objective of the test was to determine the
feasibility of a control system which minimizes blade loads
in cruise. The characteristic feature of this system is the
use of cyclic pitch geared by a simple mechanical linkage to
the motion of the stick and control surfaces. These must be
properly phased and scheduled to achieve good flying qualities
i,
in all flight regimes, subject to the overall design require-
ment of an optimal control system to maintain simplicity and
reliability as far as is consistent with the loads, maneuver
envelope and flying qualities of the aircraft.
i t f
Th_ rotor con rols provide a major portion 0 the control
capability from hover through the low transition speed range,
although the conventional control surfaces are operative in
all regimes of flight including hover. As speed is increased,
and the aerodynamic surfaces become effective for trim and
control, the rotor controls can be directed at minimizing
rotor loads. In cruise the problem reduces to determining the
roto_ control required to maintain minimum loads. Prior to
i
this test, a limited amount of full scale experfmental data






















knots (Reference 2). This test program extends the range of this
data in the transition regime, and in cruise flight the range was
extended up to the simulated speed of 300 knots.
The data obtained on this test goes a long way toward providing
the information which is necessary to tackle the job of
designing an optimized and integrated control system for a
tilt rotor aircraft using a soft inplane hingeless rotor.
Work which remains to be done involves reducing the data
obtained in the test, to an analytical format with forces,
moments, loads, etc., expressed as functions of the relevant
flight parameters. This is necessary for two reasons:
(i) to provide an understanding_of the significance
and relative importance of the parameters which
will permit efficient planning of future full '
scale tests 1
(2) to provide a set of simple functions representing
the body of test data, from w_ich the rotor effects
may be calculated within the context of a real time
simulation
This reduction of the test data to analytical functions of the
parameters is beyond the scope of the current contract. It is
planned that this additional step will be accomplished in the
near future under separate funding. 1
i
The data obtained during this test is presented in four volumes.
W
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Volume I contains a detailed description of the model, the
test installation, test procedures and data reduction: for
the convenience of the user, an abbreviated discussion of
these is included in Volumes II, III and IV. It was felt
that the amount of data generated was too voluminous to be
readily presented in a single volume, and Volumes If, III and






















The scope of the test program is sufficiently large that a
comprehensive analysis and review of the test data would be a
major undertaking. The analysis, correlation and modelling of
the experimental information is beyond the scope of the con-
tractual work reported here; however, some examples have been
taken and correlation effecte d to provide some insight as to
the range and validity of the information available.
The primary objective of the test was to measure force and
moment parametrics over the flight range. The examples dis-
cussed in the following paragraphs provide an indication of
the range and validity of the experimental data.
m
The normal force produced by a lateral cyclic (test axes system)
control input is shown as a function of rotor shaft angle in
hover and transition in figures 1 and 2.
In hover, the derivative is over predicted by the real time
mathematical model of the rotor system (Ref. 7). Correlation is good
at 45 knots (full scale) and 100 knots (full scale). The 100
knot (full scale) data also shows good agreement with the data
point taken from full scale tests in the NASA-Ames 40' x 80' wind
tunnel performed in 1972 (Reference 2). Similar correlation is
apparent at 140 knots, Figure 2; however, at 180 knots a dis-




In cruise, with almost axial flow conditions, the magnitude of
the %CN/_A 1 derivative should be equal to 8CSF/_B 1 from con-
siderations of symmetry. Figure 3 shows the measured derivative
data as a function of forward speedOuh £o 300 knots (full scale).
Three data points taken from full scale tests (Reference 2 )
are superimposed and show good agreement. The line shown is the
_CN/_A 1 derivative as computed f_om:the real _ time simulation
math model and indicates an adequate representation of the
experimental data.
The effect of B 1 cyclic on normal force in transition is shown::
in figures 4 and 5. In hover the derivative is under predicted.
Referring back to the A 1 data (figure i) it is possible to
compare the resultant force magnitude due to cyclic from both
test and the math model. The test indicates a 9% increase in
control power _oVer the math•model representation; however, there
is a discrepancy in the azimuthal angle at which the control input
must be made which needs to be resolved. The 8CN/_B 1 derivative is
under predicted at both 45 and 100 knots, although the functional
variation with angle of attack has clearly the correct form. At 140
knots (figure 5) the correlation of the math model representation is
good at the higher values of _. A discrepancy exists between
the model data and the full scale data of Reference 2 which
needs further examination. The data at 180 knots display a
similar trend to the A 1 derivative data of figure 2 and need a
modification of the math model to adequately describe the data





























The cruise BCN/aB 1 derivatives are of the same magnitude as the
aCSF/aA 1 derivatives again from symmetry and are plotted as a
function of forward speed in figure 6. The data agree well
with both the real time simulation math model and the 40' x
80' tunnel test data (Reference 2 ).
u
w
The behavior of the rotor hub pitching moment derivative with
B 1 cyclic pitch in hover and transition is provided in figures
7 and 8. The hub moment data are under predicted by the simple
model and the data show an initial rise due to angle of attack
not adequately accounted for in the simulation representation.
The conditions where full scale data are available from
2 again show good agreement with the model scaleReference
data.
I
The hub pitching moment due to B 1 cyclic are the same magnitude
as hub yaw moment due to A 1 cyclic in symmetrical in flow
conditions. Figure 9 shows a comparison of the measured data
out to 300 knots (full scale).
For an isolated rotor the derivative of rotor normal force with
shaft angle of attack would be expected to be of the same
magnitude as the side force due to yaw angle from symmetry
considerations. This symmetry is disturbed on the airplane
by the interference effects of the airframe, primarily due to
the wing circulation induced velocities at the rotor. The
9
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derivatives of normal force with angle of attack and side _orce
with yaw angle are plotted as functions of forward speed in
figure i0. The amplification of the normal force derivative
due to airframe/rotor interference is clearly visible. The
simulation math model does an adequate job of predicting the
total normal force derivative.
The rotor hub pitching moment derivative with angle of attack
data is shown for cruise conditions in figure ii and clearly
indicates a sign reversal at approximately 220 knots. Above
this airspeed the rotor hub moment is a stabilizing influence
on the aircraft. The model scale data agree well with full
scale test results; however, the real time math model does
not take advantage of the stabilizing effect. The pitch
moment due to yaw is shown in figure 12 and shows good
correlation up to 220 knots full scale. The correlation_ _ _
deteriorates beyond this airspeed. Alternating blade bending
loads occur on the blade as a result of the one per rev forcing
produced by inclination of the rotor shaft to the airstream.
=
Figures 13 and 14 Show'_the increas4_in sensitivity_of ai£ernat -
ing blade chord and flap bending loads as airspeed increases.
The data agree well with full scale data. The application of
cyclic pitch control in cruise also causes one per rev forcing
of the blade modes. The bending loads per degree of cyclic
in cruise are shown in figure 15 and indicate an approximately
































One of the objectives of the test program was to test the
"cyclic on the stick" control as a means of blade load
alleviation in cruise flight. This system introduces cyclic
pitch as a function of longitudinal stick position in cruise
to trim out the one per rev loads in much the same manner as
is done on a helicopter in forward flight. It should be noted
that this system is no___tan adaptive feedback controller but a
straight forward link between stick position and rotor controls.
Figure 16 shows the resultant°al£_rnating blade bending moments
measured on angle of attack sweeps plotted as a function of
maneuver load factor at 140 knots for three different sets of
conditions. The load levels which correspond to 108 cycles
and 107 cycles (mean - 3u) fatigue life from reference 3 are
l :
shown superimposed. For ig level flight at this speed, the
aircraft trims at a nose up attitude and would produce alter-
nating load levels of about 4630 N-m (41,000 in ibs) if no cyclic pitch
is used. Tests were performed where cyclic pitch was intro-
duced as a function of angle of attack in an attempt to match
the cyclic pitch -angle of attack relationship produced by the
cyclic pitch on the stick design of reference 1 . The
schedules did not match precisely. This test shows a reduction
in rotor blade fatigue loads of about 25% at ig level flight.
=
w
A third test was made to determine the optimum cyclic schedule






as the minimum loads cyclic schedule line. Similar data is
shown in figure 17 for 220 knots full scale. In this case the
ig trim angle of attack is a small nose up angle and the "no
cyclic" loads would provide less than 108_cycles level up to
1.46g's. The precalculated cyclic schedule would increase
the g range within this load level to approximately 1.9g's.
if the optimum cyclic pitch schedule were used then the loads
can be maintained at 28% of the 108 cycles level up to and
beyond a 2g maneuver. At 260 knots (full scale) figure 18,
the aircraft can pull 1.9g's with less than 108 cycles (m - 3u)
loads. With the pretest calculated cyclic schedule the loads
at 1.9g's reduce to approximately 2598 N-m (23,000 in ibs) or 65% of
108 cycles (m - 3G). At 300 knots full scale (figure 19) the
pretest schedule provides loads less than 108 cycles (m - 3a)
from ig out to at least 2.3g's.
The cyclic pitch required to minimize the alternating loads at
any angle of attack (or load factor) can be deduced from the
test data obtained. Figure 20 shows the cyclic pitch levels
required for minimum loads as a function of longitudinal stick
position which can be related to airplane angle of attack by
means of the simulation model. It is clear that no single
relationship between cyclic pitch and stick position will
provide optimum loads over the entire range; however,



























within the fatigue limits. The heavy line drawn through the
data is one such law which has been selected so as to pass
through the Ig points and is biased towards the low speed
conditions. If this cyclic control law were used then the
loads would reduce as' shown in figures 21, 22 and 23 at 140,
220 and 300 knots (full scale) respectively. For ig level
flight, the loads are never greater than 30% of the 108 cycles
(m - 3_) load level and at 2g's are still within 73% of that
level. These data are pertinent to a given gross weight,
altitude and CG position and would change at other operating
conditions. Further analysis needs to be performed to examine
the impact of these considerations; however, the test has
shown that a control system of this type can be an extremely
powerful means of maintaining low fatigue loads.
w
The design rotor diameter of the XV-15 Tilt Rotor Research Aircraft
is 7.6 m (25 ft.). If the Boeing 7.9 m (26 ft.) rotor were to be
flown on that aircraft, a reduction of tip clearance of 75.2 cm (6 in.)
could result. A run was made to assess the impact of tip clearance
on blade loads by fitting a "scab-on" bulge on the side of the model
fuselage to reduce the tip clearance. The loads measured with and
without the bulge fitted are shown in Figure 24 and no effect on
load level is in evidence.
During the development of the XV-15, model tests discovered
the presence of an unstable yaw derivative at small yaw angles
13
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in cruise which contributed to the decision to use an H tail.
Figures 25, 26 and 27 show yaw derivatives for the model
tested in this program and show a stable slope at all condi-
tions.
The preceeding data and discussion is by no measure a complete
evaluation of the test data obtained on the program reported
in this and the appendix volumes; however, it does serve to
provide an overview of the extent and quality of the experi-
mental data obtained.




















NORMAL FORCE DUE TO CYCLIC PITCH
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Figure i. Rotor Normal Force Due to A 1 Cyclic in Hover,
45 and i00 Knots.
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NORMAL FORCE DUE TO CYCLIC PITCH
_CN/_AI
_ RIGHT ROTOR O 40'x80' DATA -- MATH MODEL
/k SIDE FORCE DATA
0-/





NOTE: TEST CYCLIC AXES SYSTEM USED
i
Figure 3. Rotor Normal Force Due to A 1 Cyclic and Blade Force
Due to B 1 Cyclic in Cruise.
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Figure 5. Rotor Normal Force Due to B 1 Cyclic Pitch in Transition.
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Figure 6. Rotor Normal Force Due to B 1 Cyclic and Side Force Due
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Figure 9. Rotor Hub Pitch Moment Due to B 1 Cyclic and Yaw Moment





























TEST AXES CYCLIC SYSTEM USED





























NOTE: TEST ACES CYCLIC SYSTEM USED
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Figure 16. Alternating Blade Loads in Cruise With and Without Cyclic
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Figure 17. Alternating Blade Loads in Cruise With and Without Cyclic
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ALTERNATING BLADE BENDING MOMENTS
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Figure 24. The Effect of Fuselage - Blade Tip Clearance on Alternating







































Figure 25. Aircraft Yaw Moment c0efficient as a Function of Yaw





































Aircraft Yaw Moment Coefficient as a Function of Yaw


























r_ Figure 27. Aircraft Yaw Moment Coefficient as a Function of Yaw























3.0 TEST EQUIPMENT AND INSTALLATION
This section of the report serves to document the details of
the test model, the model mount in the wind tunnel, the sign
conventions and scale factors which apply to the test, the
instrumentation and the data reduction procedures adopted.
3.1 Model Description and Instrumentation
The model tested is a 1/4.622 scale full span, powered con-
figuration that is Froude scaled of the Model 222 Tilt Rotor
Research aircraft. This model, shown in Figure 28 was pro-
vided by Boeing/Vertol for this test program and has the
following major dynamically-scaled components.
i. Two 3-bladed rotors
2. Two nacelles
3. Full span wing
4. Fuselage
5. Tail
Photographs of the model in hover, transition and cruise
flight conditions are shown in figures 29, 30 and 31.
Basic model dimensions are shown in Table 1.
The nacelles are joined to the wing by a pivot and have
remote pitch actuation.
The wing is crown mounted and has full span flaps and leading
edge umbrellas for download alleviation. Flaps are used during
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of the flap is used as an aileron for control in conjunction
with outboard spoilers.
The wing, fuselage, and empennage are dynamically scaled from
the Model 222 tilt rotor aircraft and the rudder and elevator
and flaps are remotely controlled.
The model is powered by a 20 HP, 11,375 RPM electric motor
manufactured by Task Corporation. The motor drives a 3.04:1
reduction gear box in the center fuselage which is connected
by cross shafts in the wing to a 3.09:1 reduction gear box in
each nacelle. This provides a total gear reduction from the
electric motor to rotor of 9.39:1.
The model control station is shown schematically in figure 32
as comprised potentiometer controls and beep switches with
analogue meters for readout in the format depicted.
The rotor controls provided collective and two axes of cyclic
pitch on each rotor driven by potentiometers at the control
station using simple position feedback control, the actuator
follow up potentiometer output being used to provide readout
to the operator.
The position of the actuators in the rotor azimuth together
with the 18.4 ° between the pitchlink rod end and the blade
I/4 chord defines the cyclic pitch control axes as shown in

































blade angle occurs at 150.4 ° and 330.4 ° azimuth. The lateral
or A 1 axis is orthoganal to B 1. when a positive B1 command is
made the maximum blade angle is at _ = 330.4 ° and a positive
A 1 command gives rise to a maximum blade angle at _ = 240.4 ° .
Classical helicopter rotation defines cyclic pitch inputs by
the law
_B
= - A 1 cos _ - B1 sin
For this test the cyclic blade angle is defined as








The transformation of test cyclics to classical axis is thus
IAIIE49396961IAITsTI
B 1 .8696 , 4939 B 1 TESTJ
The data presented in this document and the Appendix volumes
(References 4 , 5 and 6 ) are given in terms of test







The instrumentation used on the model included three six
component strain gage balances, one in each nacelle to measure
rotor hub forces and moments and one total aircraft balance.
The positions of the balances in relation to each other and
with respect to the hub centers and aircraft reference CG
locations are shown in figure 34 . The nacelle balances were
calibrated about the hub center, and the total loads balance
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In addition to the strain gage balances, the blades were
instrumented to provide chord and flap bending at 0.125R and
also pitchlink loads and the rotor RPM and i/rev signals were
also generated. The blade positions when the i/rev market

















The rotor power was obtained from strain gages on the rotor
shaft aligned to measure torque.
The positions of the collective and cyclic controls, wing flap
setting and nacelle incidence were obtained from the appropriate
control channel follow up potentiometer and provided as analogue
and digital displays and inputs made to the data reduction
computer on line.
Thermocouples were used to provide safety monitoring of critical
motor, gearbox and cross shaft bearing temperatures. Three
accelerometers were also mounted in each nacelle and used to
monitor the aeroelastic stability of the wing modes.
All of the primary instrumentation channels were available on a
patch panel such that any channel could be patched to a digital
volt meter and a spectral analyzer on line. This instrumenta-
tion enabled the stability of the aeroelastic modes to be
monitored and in some instances provided appropriate diagnostic
information for model problem resolution on test.
The rotors used on the model were 85.72 cm (33.75 ins) radius
and were a soft inplane hingeless rotor configuration having
55
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three blades and a solidity of 0.i15. The aeroelastic properties
of the blades were scaled from the 7.9 m (26 ft.) diameter
rotor designed, built and tested under NASA Contract NAS2-6505.














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3.2 Model Installation and Wind Tunnell Data
The model was mounted in the wind tunnel on the SRH test stand
which itself mounts on the wind tunnel sting. The test stand
provides for remote actuation of pitch and yaw attitudes of
the model and is shown in figure 45. The model was mounted









The test stand usually incorporates a six component balance
located where "Spacer A" is indicated. For the first 26 test
runs this was replaced by a dummy balance since a total loads
balance exists in the model. Ground resonance difficulties
were observed and deduced to be due to the coalescence of the
lower blade lag mode and the total loads balance pitch axis
flexure frequency. The mQdel balance was locked out by a
stiffener and the spacer replaced by the SRH balance in order
to measure loads. Further difficulties were encountered and
eventually determined to be the fore and aft motion of the
vertical pedestal whose frequency was similar to the original
pitch axis frequency. These problems were eventually solved
by removing the SRH balance and shortening the vertical
pedestal thus increasing the frequency of the mode. The model
total loads balance lock was removed and lead weights added to
the fuselage nose and tail internally. Sufficient increase in
pitch inertia was obtained to decrease the model balance pitch
mode frequency and provide a stable mode. This configuration
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No instabilities were encountered for the duration of the test;
however, it became apparent that the model wing/wing-nacelle
pitch frequency was close to i/rev in cruise conditions and was
lower than anticipated. This was thought to be due to the
stiffness of the nacelle/wing interface since stiffening the
wing and the nacelle balance had little or no effect. The
structure of the interface is fairly complex and did not provide
an easy means of stiffening so it was decided to increase the
inertia and drop the frequency to avoid incorrect amplification
of the rotor loads in cruise due to hub motion. This was felt
to be an acceptable solution since aeroelastic considerations
did not enter into the test objectives. Details of the weight
added are shown in Figure 46.
Throughout the test the model was tested at the tunnel center-
line.
The tunnel is a closed circuit, continuous flow facility and
contains nine fixed-pitch blades, 11.9 m (39 feet) in diameter,
which provide wind speeds up to 240 knots. The fan is powered
by a 15,000 horsepower motor package consisting of two separate
motors located in a nacelle. Air travels through the 226 m
(742 foot) closed circuit tunnel and is turned by vanes into
the test section which is 6 m (20 feet) wide, 6 m (20 feet)
high and 13.7 m (45 feet) long. The tunnel is equipped with
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also removes the turbulent air boundary layer before it enters
the test section. New air is pulled into the wind tunnel through
the inlet section of the air exchange system located downstream
from the test section. Pertinent wind tunnel data are shown in












TABLE 2. BOEING V/STOL WI}_D. TUNNEL PERTINENT DATA
CIRCUIT DIMENSIONS
Length (overali) 105 m (347 feet) (approx. square in cross section
Width (overall) 36.5 m (120 feet)







6 m (20 feet) square by 13.7 m (45 feet) long
6 m (20 feet) square by 13.7 m (45 feet) long;
10 percent porosity
6 m (20 feet) square by 7 m (23 feet) long
6:1






11.8 m (39 feet)
9, fixed pitch
13,500 AC, 1,500 DC: 15,000 total
5.5 m (18 feet) maximum diameter by 21.9 m
(72 feet) long, 272 design rpm
MODEL SUPP.ORT SYSTEM







120-channel system using an IBM 1800
computer which operates independently or


































3.3 Sign ConventionsandScale Factors
The sign conventions for forces and moments maintained through-
out the test are depicted in figure 48. The rotor hub force
and moment convention is identical to the total loads balance
convention in the cruise condition shown, it should be noted
however that the rotor hub axes system and sign convention is
maintained relative to the rotor shaft axis at all values of
nacelle incidence.
For example, this means that rotor yaw moment is in the same
sense as aircraft yaw moment at IN = 0 ° but coincides with
aircraft roll moment at IN = 90 ° . Similarly, rotor normal
force at IN = 0°is in the same sense as aircraft lift but as
the nacelle incidence is increased to I N = 90 ° the normal
0
force acts in the same sense as aircraft drag.
Positive pitch and yaw attitudes are in the same sense as
positive aircraft pitch and yaw moments.
The model is a 1/4.622 Froude scale model; therefore, the scale
































































Companions of model and full scale blade Mach No. and Re. No.
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In the early stages of the test a series of runs were made with
no blades corresponding to the nacelle incidences, attitudes,
RPM's and velocities to be used during the blades on testing.
The forces and moments measured on the nacelle balances were
divided by dynamic pressure and curve fitted to form the basic
hub and spinner tares.
Data taken on the nacelle balances was processed through the
balance matrix and corrected for the appropriate hub and
spinner tares previously measured at the same operating
conditions.
In order to providean accurate accounting for the rotor shaft
incidence the elastic deflections of the model were also used
to compute the rotor incidence. This was done by using prior
measurements of pitch deflection due to hub moment and normal
force.
The summary of the data reduction program is on file at the
wind tunnel for BVWT 105. The critical dimensions used as
input data for this program are presented in table 3 and a
sketch of the balance arrangement is shown in figure 34.
To account for model flexibility in the pitch direction the






z +NF )cosi (T2RB+T3RB) sini ] K
Aaw I [NF IN,B- (NF2R B 3RB N2 N2 1
+ [FMIMB+. 29AFI._:B+. 591 (T2RB-T3RB) cosi +.408 (T2RB+T3RB) sini.
- N2
-PM2RB=PM3RB- (NF2_B+NF3RB) siniN2 (.375+. 365 siniN2










-K6T3RB oOSiN3 + _w 1
iN2 corr = iN2 +'d_iN2
iN3 corr _" IN3 _iN3
_I = wing rotation due to pitching moment applied by the wing
K2 = wing rotation due to pitching m0men£ appiied by the rotor
K3 = rotor disc rotation due to rotor normal force
The information is thus reduced and printed. Copies of the
computer printout results from which the plotted data were made
were given to the NASA technical monitor in microfiche form.
















































Hcriz. Dist. from Left Nacelle Bal.
._xis _ to Ref° Body _xis
i
Lat. Dist. from Left Nacelle Bal.
iAxis _ to Ref. Body Axis
Vert Dist from Le =. . _t Nacelle Bal.
Axis _ to Ref. Body Axis
Horiz. Dist. from Right Nacelle Bal.
Axis _ to Ref. Body Axis
Lat. Dist. from Right Nacelle Bal.
Axis _ to Ref. Body Axis
Vert. Dist. from Right Nacelle Bal.
Axis _ to Ref. Body Axis
Left Torque Directional Sign i.e. as
CW Rotation (Blade) =-l view
from
Right Torque Directional Sign i.e.pilot
CCW Rotation (Blade) =+l seat
Horiz. Dist. from Left Nacelle Ref.
Body Axis to Nacelle Pivot Point
Lat. Dist. from Left Nacelle Ref.
Body _xis to Nacelle Pivot Point
Vert. Dist c_• _.=m Left Nacelle Ref.
_e Pivot PointBody _xis to Nace _
Horiz. Dist. from Right Nacelle Ref.
Axis to Nacelle Pivot Point
Lat. Dist. from _ight Nacelle Ref.
Body Axis to Nacelle Pivot Point
Vert. Dist. from Right Nacelle Ref.
Body Axis to Nacelle Pivot Point
Horiz. Dist. from Aircraft Balance
Axis _ to Model Body Axis
Lat. Dist. from Aircraft Balance Axisq





















































Vert. Dist. from Aircraft Balance Axis
to Model Body Axis
Horiz. Dist. from Left Nacelle Pivot
Axis to Model Body Axis
Lat. Dist. from Left Nacelle Pivot
Axis to Model Body Axis
(neglecting droop and/or bent spar)
Vert. Dis. from Left Nacelle Pivot
Axis to Model Body Axis
Horiz. Dist. from Right Nacelle Pivot
Axis to Model Body Axis
Lat. Dist. from Right Nacelle Pivot
Axis to Model Body Axis
(neglecting droop and/or best spar)
Vert. Dist. from Right Nacelle Pivot






























































LIST AND DEFINITION OF PRINTOUT PARAMETERS
I. TJNNEL  ARm  RS
VTUN Tunnel Velocity
PTOTAL Tunnel Total Pressure
PSTATIC Tunnel Static Pressure
RHOTUN Tunnel Air Density
TSTATIC Tunnel Temperature










NF Normal Force lb.
PM Pitching Moment ft. lb.
AF Axial Force lb.
SF Side Force lb.
YM Yawing Moment ft. lb.
RM Rolling Moment ft. lb.
Torque ft. lb.
2.2 Balance Parameters, Interactions , Weight Tares Applied
Torque Corrections Applied
Fuselaqe_iTotal Loads_ Left Nacelle Right Nacelle
Balance Balance Balance
NFBALI NFBAL2 NFBAL3










Left rotor normal force, perpendicular to hub axis
Left rotor pitching moment about hub ref. point ( _ )













Left rotor side force, perpendicular to hub axis
Left rotor yawing moment about hub ref. point (_)
(plane perpendicular to NFRB2R)
Left rotor rolling moment about hub ref. point (_)
(plane perpendicular to TRB2R)
QRB2R Left rotor shaft torque
NFRB3R Right rotor normal force, perpendicular to hub axis
etc. etc.








Left rotor normal force, perp. to hub axis, corr.
for hub tares
Left rotor pitching moment about hub ref., corr.
for hub tares
Left rotor thrust along hub axis, corr. for hub tares
Left rotor side force, perp. to hub axis, corr. for
hub tares
Left rotor yawing moment about hub ref. corr. for
hub tares
Left rotor rolling moment about hub ref. corr. for
hub tares
QRB2B Left rotor torque corrected for hub tares
NFRB3B Right rotor normal force, perp. to hub axis, corr.
for hub tares
etc. etc.







Left rotor normal force, model body axes
Left rotor pitching moment about body ref. point
(A/C C .G. )
Left rotor axial force, model body axes (+ fwd)
Left rotor side force, model body axes
































Nacelle Balance Data Referred to Model Body Axes , Hub Tares
Not Removed (Cont 'd)
RMMB-L Left rotor rolling moment about body ref® point
(A/C C.G. )
NFMB-R Right rotor normal force, model body axes
etc. etc.
FuselaCe Balance (Tota! Loads) Transferred to ModelBQdY Axes
NFMB-AC Total aircraft normal force, body axes
PMMB-AC Total aircraft pitching moment ref. to A/C C.G.
AFMB-AC Total aircraft axial force, body axes (+ fwd)
SFMB-AC Total aircraft sideforce, body axes
YMMB-AC Total aircraft yawing moment, ref. to A/C C.G.
RMMB-AC Total aircraft rolling moment, ref. to A/C C.G.
Airframe Data Model Body Axes (Corrected for Rotor Effects)
NFMB-AF Airframe normal force, body axes
PMMB-AF Airframe pitching moment ref. to A/C C.G.
DMB -AF Airframe drag, body axes, positive aft
SFMB-AF Airframe sideforce, body axes
YMMB-AF Airframe yawing moment, ref. to A/C C.G.
RMMB-AF Airframe rolling moment, ref. to A/C C.G.







Total aircraft lift, wind axes
Total aircraft pitching moment, ref. to A/C C.G.
#
Total aircraft axial force, wind axes, positive fwd
Total aircraft sideforce, wind axes
Total aircraft yawing moment, ref. to A/C C.G.
Total aircraft rolling moment, ref. to A/C C.G.







Airframe lift, wind axes
Airframe pitching moment ref. to A/C C.G.
Airframe drag, wind axes, positive aft
Airframe side force, wind axes
Airframe yawing moment, ref. to A/C C.G.






3. NQN DIMENSIONAL COEFFICIENTS
3.1 Aircraft
3.1.1 Model Bgdy Axi s Coefficients
CNFMB-AC - NFMB-AC / QTUN'S
CPMMB-AC = PMMB-AC / QTUN. S. C
CAFMB-AC - AFMB-AC / QTUN" S
CSFMB-AC - SFMB-AC / QTUN-S
CYMMB-AC = YMMB-AC / QTUN. S. B
CRMMB-AC = RMMB-AC / QTUN. S. B
3.1.2 Wind Axis Coefficients
CLW-AC = LW-AC / QTUN. S
CPMW-AC = PMW-AC / QTUN.S.C
CAFW-AC = AFW-AC / QTUN. S
CSFW-AC = SFW-AC / QTUN. S
CYMW-AC = YMW-AC / QTUN. S-B
CRMW-AC = RMW-AC / QTUN. S. B
3.1.3 Mgde _ Bgdv Axis Coefficients..(Hover Option)
CNFI-HOV = NFMB-AC / 27r RHOTUN-R22. (VTIP-L) 2
CPMI-HOV = PMMB-AC / 217 RHOTUN.R23. (VTIP-L) 2
CAFI-HOV -- AFMB-AC / 2_ RHOTUN.R22. (VTIP-L) 2
CSFI-HOV -- SFMB-AC /'2_ RHOTUN.R22. (VTIP-L) 2
CYMI-HOV = YMMB-AC / 2Tr RHOTUN.R23. (VTIP-L) 2
CRMI-HOV = RMMB-AC / 21T RHOTUN. R23. (VTI P-L) 2
3.2 _i_ f; ame
3.2.1 Model Body Axis Coefficients
CNFMB-AF = NFMB-AF / QTUN.S
C PMMB-AF - PMMP-AF / QTUN-S .C
CDMB-AF = DMB-AF / QTUN.S
CSFMB-AF = SFMB-AF / QTUN-S
CY_MB-AF = YMMB-AF / QTUN- S. B































3.2.2 Wind Axis Coefficients
CLW-AF = LW-AF / QTUN. S
C PMW-AF = PMW-AF / QTUN. S .C
CDW-AF = DW-AF / QTU_.S
CSFW-AF = SFW-AF / QTUN.S
CYMW-AF = YMW-AF / QTUN.S'B
CRMW-AF = RMW-AF / QTUN- S- B
Rotors
3.3,1 Reference Body Axes
CNFR-L = NFRB2R / RHOTUN.
CPMR-L = PMRB2R / RHOTUN.
CTR-L = TRB2R / RHOTUN.
CSFR-L = SFRB2R / RHOTUN-
CYMR-L = YMRB2R / RHOTUN-
CRMR-L = RMRB2R / RHOTUN-
CPR-L = QRB2R / RHOTUN.
R2 2. (VTIP-L) 2 •7T
R2 3. (VTIP-L) 2 .TT
R22 1 (VTIP-L) 2 "7T
R2 2 (VTIP-L) 2 .71"
R2 3. (VTIP-L) 2 .7T
R2 3. (VTIP-L) 2 .TF
R2 3. (VTI P-L) 2 .7[
CNFR-R = NFRB3R / RHOTUN R3 2 (VTIP-R)2
etc, etc.
Re ference Body. Axe s , Hub Tare s Removed
CNFB-L = NFRB2B / RHOTUN-R2 2- (VTIP-L)2"TT
CPMB-L -- PMRB2B / RHOTUN. R2 3" (VTIP-L)2-TT
CTB-L = TRB2B / RHOTUN. R2 2" (VTIP-L) 2 "71"
CSFB-L = SFRB2B / RHOTUN. R2 2" (VTIP-L)2"7T
CYMB-L = YMRB2B / RHOTUN. R2 3. (VTIP-L)2"TT
CRMB-L = RMRB2B / RHOTUN. R2]- (VTIP-L) 2.-IT
CPB-L = QRB2B / RHOTUN'R2 • (VTIP-L)2.TT













Rotational speed, left rotor =7_RPMI / 30
Rotational speed, right rotor =TYRPM2 / 30
Tip speed, left rotor =ITRPMI'R2"/ 30
Tip speed, right rotor = I_RPM2"R3- / 30
Advance ratio, left = VTUN / VTIP-L
_J-RIGHT Advance ratio, right = VTUN / VTIP-R
V-KNOTS Tunnel speed, knots = 0o5921 VTUN








Model angle of attack corrected for initial
deflection and rotation due to airframe and
rotor loading
Left nacelle incidence (relative to wind axis)
corrected for initial deflection and rotation
due to rotor loads
Right nacelle incidence (relative to wind axis)
corrected for initial deflection and rotation
due to rotor loads
Corrected left nacelle incidence, relative to
body water line =ALPHAW2C-ALPHAWIC
Corrected right nacelle incidence relative to
body water line =ALPHAW3C-ALPHAWIC



















Collective pitch (8 75 deg.) left rotor
Collective pitch (8.75 deg.) right rotor
AIC-LEFT
AIC-RIGHT
Lateral cyclic pitch, control input, left
Lateral cyclic pitch, control input, right
BIC-LEFT
BIC-RIGHT
Longitudinal cyclic pitch, control input, left
Longitudinal cyclic pitch, control input, right
A1-LEFT
A1-RIGHT
Lateral cyclic pitch, pure input (_=90 °) , left
Lateral cyclic pitch, pure input (?=90 e) , right
BI-LEFT
B1-RIGHT
Longitudinal cyclic pitch, pure input (M=I80°), left




3.5 " Frequency D_ata
The analysis and usage of data obtained on a hingeless rotor
requires that the frequencies of the blades be known. The
L
static blade frequencies were obtained by bang/tweak tests and
the results are provided in table 5. The response of the
blade gages at different RPM and collective pitch settings
provide a signal input to the_spectral analysis methodology
and the on line ubiquitous analyzer used on test. This
capability allowed us to check the rotating blade frequencies
by identifying the peaks on response curves. An example is
shown in figure 51.
The rotor blade rotating frequencies in hover at a collective
pitch at 8 ° are shown in figure 52 and in the cruise configura-


































































































original values, blade cuffs fitted
Values measured with cuffs removed, 3/23/76
The test set-up was the same in both cases.
An accelerometer was used to define the frequencies,
























































































































































Figure 53. Rotor Blade Rotation Frequencies in Cruise







4.0 SCOPE OF TEST AND TEST NOTES
The primary objective of the test program was to develop
parametric force, moment and rotor loads data over the
anticipated flight envelope of the tilt rotor aircraft. The
scope of the test program is depicted in figure 54 which shows
the seventeen initial test conditions used on test. These
conditions were selected to provide an adequate coverage of
the estimated flight envelope and to take advantage of existing
full scale data obtained in the NASA Ames 40 x 80 wind tunnel
(Reference 2) shown superimposed.
4.1 Test Pro@ram and Test Lo@
The procedure adopted for the data runs was to set up the model
at one initial condition with an approximate trim attitude and
cyclic pitch for minimum blade loads. From this initial
condition the test variables were exercised in turn. In hover
(condition I) Figure 54, the model rotor performance was established,
as well as cyclic pitch effectiveness at two thrust levels.
For each of the conditions in transition; i.e., conditions 2
through 12, a sequence of tests was run about each initial
condition which involved varying angle of attack, yaw angle,
longitudinal and lateral cyclic, collective pitch, wing flap
setting and rotor RPM.
The cruise flight data, conditions 13 through 17, were obtained
using a different sequence of tests. The nacelles were set to




















































cyclic pitch settings were set to minimum loads. The aircraft
angle of attack was varied with various wing flap settings
establishing the _ effects and providing data to determine the
effect of wing C L on the rotor derivatives. The effects of
both axes of cyclic pitch were then established and finally
variations made with pre-calculated cyclic schedules and at
conditions 13, 14, and 15, _ variations with cyclic pitch tuned
to minimum loads, _ These iatter runs enable the "cyclic on the
stick" data to be deduced.
The test log recorded during the program is provided as table
6. Runs 1 through 23 had no blades fitted and were performed
to establish the hub tares required to establish the rotor data
on later tests. Weight. tares were established before each"
series of runs at a new configuration.
iw
The test log defines the test configuration by a series of code
letters which are summarized in table 7 and detailed explana-




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Summary of Configurations T@sted and Confiuuration Codes
Confiquratio D
W1 F1 N1 T1 V 1 H 1
42,162,282 88,208,328
W 1 F 1 N 1 T 1 V 1 H 1 B263,266,265 B272,271,273 PL1
W 1 F 1 N 1 T 1 V 1 H I
B58,178,298 88,208,328
263,266,265 B272,271,273 PL1
W 1 F 1 N 1 T 1 V 1 H 1
W 1 F 1 N 1 T 1 V 1 H 1
58,178,298 88,208,328
B263,266,265 B272,271,273 PL2
B30,150,270 _60,180,300 pL 2
263,266,265 _272,271,273
Wl F1 N1 T1 V1 HI _30,150,270 _60,180,300 pL 2
_263,266,265 _272,271,273 .1
30,150,270 60,180,300





Table 8. CQnfiquration Codes Components Description
W 1 Wing
F 1 Basic Fuselage
N 1 Engine Nacelle








Lead tuning weight of 23 lb. fitted in front
fuselage 32 ins. forward of model C.G. (Sta 40.613,
WL 4.404) as defined by weight tares routine.
Lead tuning weight as defined by WF23 with an
additional lead weight of 23.5 lb. in the rear
fuselage 31.5 ins. aft of the model C.G.
IZ lb. tuning weight fitted to each nacelle,
comprising a I0 lb. calibration weight at 6 ins.
aft of the hub center-line and 7 Ibs. of steel
supporting structure. (See Figure )
WN 23"5 Tuning weight as WN 17, with 6.5 lb. of additional
weight in the form of an aft weight support
bracket (See Figure )
PL 1 Basic pitch link arrangement.
PL 2 Pitch link with barrel 2 ins. longer than PL I.
PL2.1 Pitch link PL 2 with pitch arm rotated 20 ° to
obtained higher values of collective pitch.
Basic rotor blade. Rotor is defined as:
BAAA'BBB'CcC where XXX, YYY, ZZZ are the
XXX,YYY, ZZZ '
blade serial numbers and AAA, BBB, CCC are the
respective azimuth locations in cyclic order with
respect to the blade i/rev indication. (In the
























Table 8. C0nfiquration Codes Components Description (Cont'd)
F1.1 Fuselage F 1 with local 'Bulge' i0 ins. long x 6 ins.
wide added to left hand side of the fuselage in the
rotor plane, approximately on the fuselage h, to







4.2 Data Notes and Instrumentation Lo_
As with any test program, the Circumstances of the test,
condition of instrumentation, etc., have a direct bearing on
the interpretation of the experimental data. The data obtained
on this test program are contained in seventeen data files;
each file containing the information pertaining to the initial
condition of the same number as explained in section 4-1.
The file reference system is explained in section 5.0 This
volume contains data for the first four conditions. The rest
of the data can be found in the Appendix. Volumes 2,
3 and 4 References 4, 5 and 6.
The instrumentation log of the test program is provided in
table 9. It is the purpose of this section to point out
those conditions which are known to have influenced the data.
Blade loads data were obtained from strain gage measurements
at 0.125R. At least two blades were instrumented on each
rotor although only one blade on each rotor was recorded on
each test run. From time to time blade gage instrumentation
failures required switching from one blade to another mid run
or in order to complete a run sequence. These events are
recorded in the log on a run by run basis.
The strain gage balance sensitivities are recorded and also
variations in sensitivity made as a result of check calibrations

























the model (BV-6049) was used for Runs 1 to 25. The SRH
balance (BV-6054) was used in Runs 26 to 35 and then replaced






Two six component balances were used to measure the rotor
forces and moments, one in each nacelle. These balances are
designated BV-6047 (left nacelle) and BV-6048 (right nacelle).
On Run 82, the side force channel on the right hand balance
was found to be saturating intermittently and causing the
right hand rotor data to be spurious after processing through
the balance matrix. Subsequent examination of the data showed
that this problem occurred earlier and results in the right
hand rotor data being invalid between Runs 68 and 96. The
right hand rotor data are not plotted for these runs. The
nature of the problem was an intermittent connection at the
gage itself on one of the side force flexures. This failure
was not always apparent under static load and may have resulted
in some error prior to Run 68. The right hand rotor data
should be interpreted with some caution. If error was present,
the yaw moment would be the most seriously affected. From Run
82 to Run 92, the right hand side force sensitivity was set to
zero. For these runs the longitudinal force and moment measure-
ments should not be seriously affected. From Run 96 on, the
left hand side force channel signal was fed into the computer
input for right hand side force with its sign inverted to
119
JD238-I0000-I
preserve sign conventions. For data runs subsequent to Run 96,
.... T: :
the test conditions were symmetrical rotor behavior would be
expected (e.g., _ effects) should yield reasonable data on the
right hand side. Where symmetry is not the case, the lateral
data from the right hand side must be interpreted with caution.
During the 180 Kt. cruise data runs, the blade gage data con-
tained unexpected harmonics and non integer responses. During
investigative work, a flexible coupling in the drive system
failed. Replacing the flexible coupling caused the wave forms
to return to their expected shape. Similar phenomena were
seen in the shaft torque wave forms. Blade loads data for the
180 Kt. cruise condition (Condition #14) are suspect insofar
as the residual loads are probably artifically high as a result

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5.0 DATA FILE SYSTEM
The nature of the test program where twenty-four quantities
were measured against seven variables at seventeen conditions,
was such that the test data produced required a system of
filing to allow orderly usage of the information. The data
are presented in seventeen data files, each file corresponding
to an initial flight condition as shown previously in figure
54.
The data obtained in transition (Conditions 2 through 12) are
presented in the order shown in table i0. All of the measured
quantities which are comprised of the six components of the
left rotor balance, the right rotor balance and the total loads
balance followed by the blade data are first plotted against
angle of attack _o and then the sequence repeats with yaw angle
as the independent variable and so on. This sequence of results
is maintained except where data are not presented due to
instrumentation difficulties as described in section 4.2.
The hover data in data file 1 are given in a slightly different
format. The measured data are in the same order as for the
transition information and are first shown as functions of
collective pitch followed by cyclic pitch effects at two
thrust settings.
In cruise (data files 13 through 17) the measured data are
first plotted against _ for various flap settings as shown in
131






















ALT CHORD BENDING LEFT .
ALT FLAP BENDING LEFT
ALT PITCH LINK LOAD LEFT
ALT CHORD BEND RT
ALT FLAP BEND RT



































table ll, followed by yaw and cyclic pitch variations.
Only the blade loads data and control settings data are given
for the combined e and cyclic runs at the end of each file.
The data provided in this volume are in the following files.
L
Data File 1 I = 90 ° V = 0
N FULL SCALE
Data File 2 IN = 90° VFULL SCALE = 45 Kts.
Data File 3 IN = 90° VFULL SCALE = 100 Kts.
Data File 4 IN 70 ° = 45 Kts.= VFULL SCALE




IN = 70° VFULL SCALE = 100 Kts.
IN = 70° VFULL SCALE = 140 Kts.
IN = 50° VFULL SCALE = 100 Kts.
Data File 8 IN = 50° VFULL SCALE = 140 Kts.
Volume Ill presents data files 9 through 12.
Data File 9 IN = 30° VFULL SCALE = 100 Kts.
Data File 10 IN = 30 ° VFULL SCALE = 140 Kts.
Data File ii IN = 30 ° VFULL SCALE = 180 Kts.
Data File 12 IN = 15 ° VFULL SCALE = 180 Kts.
The cruise data files 13 through 17 are presented in Volume IV.
Data File 13 IN = -i° VFULL SCALE = 140 Kts.

























ALT CHORD BENDING LEFT
ALT FLAP BENDING LEFT
ALT PITCH LINK LOAD LEFT
ALT CHORD BEND RT
ALT FLAP BEND RT







































Data File 15 I N = -I ° VFULL SCALE = 220 Kts.
Data File 16 IN = -i ° VFULL SCALE = 260 Kts.






One further set of information is needed to allow the reader
to use the information presented. It is necessary to know the
constant values of test variables during each parametric
variation. Each of the data plots list the nacelle angle full
scale airspeed simulated, fuselage attitude and flap setting
on the plot. The other variables (e.g., cyclic settings
collective pitch, etc.) can be obtained by reference to tables
12 to 15.
For example, during an angle of attack variation in data set 3,
the control settings pertinent to that run can be obtained by
reference to table 12
parameters as:
VFULL SCALE 100 Kts.
IN° 90 °
RPM 1183
875 left rotor 12
A1 left rotor 4.1 °
B1 left rotor 6.2
6F left wing 70 °
875 right rotor 11.3 °
A1 right rotor 5.2 °
B1 right rotor 6.8 °
and reading the values of the control
135
D238-I O000-1
6F right wing 70 °
B yaw angle 0
The tables pertinent to the data sets provided in volumes If,
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=+'-_Figure 1-023. Left Rotor Pitch Moment Coefficient Versus






























































































































































































































































































Right Rotor Power Coefficient Versus Lateral
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